
Pastoral Council Meeting - May 11, 2022
Attendees: Matthew Blackwell, Elia Garcia, Eric Niamba, Jorge Jimenez, Francoise Luca, Eriko
Yokoyama, and Fr. Charlie (Tracy was unexpectedly unable to make it)

Opening Prayer: Jorge

Discussion:

Gift Discernment retreat on 6/18:
● We will have a separate session in Spanish on the same day, to be led by Fr. Charlie

and Elia to assist. Crecimiento will handle registration; Eriko and Jorge will work on the
Spanish announcement and the bulletin submission and pulpit announcements in
Spanish; Eriko to ask Daisy to book Parish Hall from Spanish by 9AM to 2:30PM

May 21 Business Meeting:
● Team reviewed the list of ministries leaders and shared status on who they were able to

connect already
● Liturgical Committee members are not required to attend at the business meeting, even

though they are welcome if they wish to participate
● Setup for the business meeting:

○ Jorge will help with the tech (projector, microphones, etc.)
○ Eriko will bring sticker name tags, small cups for pop corns, print out the handout

(the agenda) for the attendees, and napkins
○ Francoise will bring pop corns and pens
○ Matt will bring bottles of water from Costco
○ Tracy, Eric, and Elia will bring simple snacks such as cookies from HEB
○ How do we handle bi-lingual audience?

■ Presentation will be done in English, but at various points of the meeting
we will ask the Spanish-speaking leaders if they have any questions (in
Spanish) so we can offer clarifications if needed

Agenda for the May 21 Business meeting: (Note:this is for US; the handouts will receive a
simplified version)
(8:15 - 8:45) Set-up - PC
(8:45 - 9:00) Registration - Eric and Elia
(9:00) Opening prayer - Fr. Charlie
(9:00 - 9:30) Introduction of Pastoral Council (PC) Members, and introduction of attendees: ask
them to share their name & the ministry they represent - Tracy or Francoise
(9:40 - 10:00) Saint Albert being the most welcoming catholic church in Austin - Father Charlie
(10:10 - 10:20) Group discussion at tables - Matt
(10:20 - 10:25) Sharing key takeaways from the group discussions - Matt
(10:25 - 10:30) Break



(10:30 - 10:45) Communications overview - Eriko (bulletin, website, etc.)
(10:45 - 11:00) Operational overview (facility type of information by the parish office by Daisy,
Bea, or one of the PC members)
(11:00 - 11:15) Gift and Called retreat intro - Mary Pomeroy  (and Fr. Charlie in Spanish)
(11:15 - 11:35) Re-cap of future meetings (setting expectations for “homework” for ministries
leaders as well as PC) & announcements - Tracy or Francoise
(11:35) Closing prayer and blessings - Father Charlie
(12:00 - 12:15) Take-down by PC and attendees

● Other action items:
○ PC Discernment Session: Sunday, June 12,  1PM - 2PM Room TBD; Eriko to

contact Daisy for the facility booking
○ Next leaders meeting is proposed as 8/20 or 8/27; Eriko to contact Daisy for the

facility booking
○ Each PC members to follow up with the list of leaders assigned for a follow-up

and reminder for the 5/21 meeting
○ Eriko to send a reminder through evite Tues or Wed to get a sense of how many

people will be attending the 5/21 meeting
○ Eriko to create a base presentation file and share with PC members; each person

responsible for the section of the preso to update the text as needed
○ Eriko to follow up with Daisy and Bea who wants to present the operational

section


